In the first section we give a more detailed definition of what kind of Markov Processes
we are going to generalize later on (in sec. 3), and we also outline the concept of entropy in an ordinary Markov source. More details "of information may be foupd~ e.g., c) From any state, direct or indirect transitions to the final state S should n be possible. From S n no transition is allowed to any other state (S n is an "absorbing state").
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A (grammatical)
sente'nce should now be defined as the (left-to-right) concatenation of the letters produced by the source, when passing from the initial state to the final state.
The length of a sentence is defined as the number of letters in the sentence. To simplify matters without dropping much of generality we also require that d) The greatest common divisor for all the possible lengths of sentences is = l (i.e., the source becomes an aperiodic source, if it is short-circuited by identifying the final and initial states In the transition matrix M for a Markov grammar of our type all elements in the first column are zero, and in the last row all elements are zero except the last one which is = 1. For a given Markov grammar we define the uncertainty or entropy, Hi, for each state S i, i = 0, 1 .... , n, as:
n Hi=~l Pij l°g Pij; i= 1, Z .....
n.
j=O
We also define the entropy, H or H(M), for the grammar as n= 1
(1). = x.H. .) The factor xiPik may be interpreted as the combined probability of ever arriving at.S i and there choosing the path over to M 1 (you may, of course, choose quite another path from Si).
The proof of formula (4) is very'straightforward, once the premises according to the above have been given, and we omit it here, as it does not give much extra insight to the theory. THe formula may be extended to the case when there are:more than one sub-grammar embedded in the grammar M', by adding similar terms as the one standing, to the right in the numerator and the denominator. The important thing here is that the factors of the type x.p.~ depend only on the probability matrix for the grammar M and are de-1 1 pendent of the sub-grammars involved.
3. Recur sive or Self-embedded Sources ~-. .... H~ is the entropy for the grammar.
The theorem above is a direct application for the grammar of formula (4) Denote the expected time for arrival at S given that the grammar is in state n S i by ti, i = 0, I, ...~ n~ (thus t o is the expected time for producing asentence). The times t I will then fulfill the following set of simultaneously linear equations :
(7) ti = ~ Pik (tik + tk) k Formula (7) is itself a proof of the lemrna.
With more convenient notations we can write (7) as (E -P) t = Pt where E is the unit matrix, P is the probability matrix (with P = 0) and 
